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Supporting Information Text14

Experiment 1 - Supplementary text15

Full methods.16

Participants Twenty-four dyads (N = 48, 37 females, age: M = 22.52, STD = 3.16) were recruited in pairs for money or course17

credits, through local announcements and the University of Oxford volunteers platform. The invitation informed potential18

volunteers to bring a friend of the same gender. This was done to avoid confounds due to gender differences in the use of19

confidence scales and it represents standard practice in the literature (1, 2). All dyads responded positively to the call, apart for20

one whose members were gender mixed due to unforeseen circumstances. The study was approved by local ethical committee.21

All participants gave informed consent before taking part to the study.22

Paradigm Participants sat on opposite sides of a desk divided by an occluding screen (Figure 1a), each given a separate LCD23

monitor, keyboard and mouse. All devices were controlled by the same computer (Dell OptiPlex 9020). All trials consisted of24

two stages: a private perceptual decision followed by a social exchange. During the private perceptual decision, participants25

performed a dot-count decision task with confidence ratings (3): Two boxes containing dots randomly arrayed on a 20x20 grid26

were briefly (160 ms) flashed on each participant’s screen to the left and right of a central fixation cross. On each trial, one box27

contained 200 + d dots and the other 200− d dots. Participants had to indicate which box contained most dots. Task difficulty28

was controlled by changing the d parameter and titrated to each participant independently so to reach an accuracy of around29

70% (2-down 1-up procedure (4)). This ensured that independent of their individual sensitivity to the task, both experienced30

an equal amount of correct and error trials. Notice that, given the double staircase procedure, different dot displays were31

presented to the two dyad members on each trial, but the box with most dots (i.e., the correct answer) was the same for the32

two participants on any given trial. Thus, social information coming from the other person carried meaningful information.33

Each dyad member indicated their independent response by mouse-click on a semi-continuous post-decision wagering scale34

(5), ranging from "100% sure LEFT" to "100% sure RIGHT", with the middle level removed to force participants commit to one35

or other decision. The scale had fifty levels per side. Participants were informed that each level of the scale corresponded to36

one token, which was awarded if the answer was correct and subtracted from their total score if the answer provided was wrong.37

Each token was worth £0.01, given to participants as cumulative earnings at the end of the experiment. Post-decision wagering38

scales are known to be dependent on the pay-off matrix used (6), which produces confounds if participants are too risk-seeking39

(7). As a control, participants were tested for loss aversion using the coin gamble task (8) and shown to be significantly loss40

averse. Furthermore, we replicated the results in Experiment 2 and 3 using different confidence scale and instructions, to avoid41

the limitations affecting the use of post-decision wagering scales (7). Unless stated otherwise, all reported key Experiment 142

effects were replicated in Experiments 2 and 3, as described below.43

The member who responded first waited until the second had input their response. As soon as both members confirmed44

their answer by pressing the spacebar, the social exchange stage started, where each dyad member was informed about their45

partner’s belief. At this point, confidence changes were recorded continuously. In contrast to the standard judge-advisor46

system paradigm (9), where confidence updates happen in discrete steps, here we recorded confidence judgements as they47

evolved over time: The mouse x-position along the scale was recorded every 200 ms and each data point so collected was48

treated as an individual post-decisional bet, contributing to the total amount of tokens participants were supposed to maximise.49

This was done to incentivize participants to update their cursor position along the scale as soon as their internal confidence50

changed. Furthermore, participants were explicitly told in the instructions to continuously monitor and update their decision51

confidence, and the incentive mechanisms was clearly explained. No clicking nor confirmation were required during the social52

stage to facilitate reliable and continuous tracking of confidence change. This stage expired after five seconds (26 data points).53

Experiments 2 and 3 shortened this time to four seconds as this was shown to be sufficient to fully capture dyadic interaction.54

At this point feedback was provided to both members about the tokens earned by each member, and then a new trial began.55

Manipulation Our manipulation concerned only the social exchange stage. Two conditions alternated across blocks. In the56

Static condition, the choice and confidence level selected by each dyad member in the private phase appeared on their partner’s57

scale as a static coloured cursor. Dyad members were at this point asked to continuously monitor and update their confidence58

by moving their mouse along the scale. In the Dynamic condition, the social exchange part started exactly as in the Static one,59

with each dyad member’s cursor appearing on their partner’s scale. However, and for the whole duration of the social part60

(five seconds), if a member updated their confidence, this would instantly appear also on their partner’s scale and vice-versa.61

This led to a situation where participants were not only informed of their partner’s original beliefs, but also how those beliefs62

changed in real-time as a function of their own updates (Figure 1b, main text).63

The experiment began with three blocks of practice of 10 trials each (practice with the perceptual task alone, then including64

the social exchange stage separately with static or dynamic interaction) followed by 14 experimental blocks of 25 trials each.65

Each experimental block contained 2 null trials randomly interleaved, which were private decision only trials, included so that66

participants were motivated to report their confidence accurately also during the private decision. In null trials, earnings were67

calculated from the confidence expressed during the private phase only. All other trials’ earnings were computed instead from68

the social part. Analyses were performed to assess how social exchange (interactive or static) affected dependent variables of69

interest: confidence, accuracy and confidence-to-accuracy calibration.70
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Confidence adjustments. Trial-wise transitions—or the number of times within each trial that confidence changed from time-71

step t to t+ 1, having remained static on the previous time-step (i.e., from t−1 to t) — significantly differed between conditions,72

but the effect size was small (Static = 1.11, Dynamic = 1.18, t(47) = 2.95, p = .004, d = 0.12) indicating that marginally (but73

consistently) more updates happened during the Dynamic condition. As the average trial consisted of a single transition in74

both conditions, analyses on confidence reported below are performed on last confidence points registered on each trial (unless75

explicitly specified).76

A toy model of recursive belief update. Figure 2c in the main manuscript refers to a model of belief update that we explain in77

this paragraph. Consider an example trial in which a participant (Pmax) starts off on a confidence level of Cpre
max = 0.6(a.u.)78

while their partner (Pmin) weakly disagrees (Cpre
min = −0.4(a.u.)). Here, the negative sign indicates disagreement. Suppose next79

that both participants use a simple update strategy, namely summing their own initial confidence with their partner’s weighted80

confidence (here: weight = 0.80). This strategy has been shown elsewhere to be a good approximation of confidence change in81

joint decisions (10). In a situation where no interaction is allowed, participants can only use their partner’s initial belief to get82

to a new confidence, thus reaching levels of Cpost
max = 0.28 and Cpost

min = 0.08: As might be expected intuitively, both participants83

reduce their confidence when learning of their partner’s disagreement with their initial decision. However, now consider an84

interactive scenario where each participant has access to his/her partner’s current confidence level at each timestep in the85

social phase, and uses this information to recursively update his/her initial confidence. Figure 2c in the main text shows how86

this simple strategy leads to an oscillatory update that stabilises for Pmax on a higher confidence than initially held. The effect87

can be explained by the fact that as soon as Pmin crosses the decision boundary 0, disagreement turns into agreement, thus88

supporting Pmax’s initial belief, instead of providing contradictory evidence.89

An analysis of vacillations. To test for recursive dynamics in our behavioural data we counted, for each condition, the average90

number of vacillations in a trial, namely the number of times the direction of the update (i.e., stationary/increase/decrease)91

changed in the update window. Formally: Vi = (rt − rt−1) 6= 0, with rt =sign(Ct − Ct−1), for each trial i and timestamp t.92

Given that confidence positions were recorded every 200ms for a 5s update window, we collected 26 timestamps for every trial.93

Across participants, the average number of vacillations in a trial was significantly more frequent in the Dynamic than Static94

condition, providing some support for the intuition behind our simple model, although the effect was a small one (Static =95

2.41± 1.26, Dynamic = 2.55± 1.27, t(47) = 2.62, p = .01, d = 0.11). Accordingly, participants showed a significantly higher rate96

of irrational increases in the Dynamic condition compared to a Static condition when they were the more confident of the two97

partners on the trial (0.012 vs. 0.008 of disagreement trials, t(47) = 3.29, p = .001, d = .21), and not when less confident (0.00798

vs. 0.007 of disagreement trials, p > .8).99

Comparing confidence updates with Bayesian aggregation. We compared participants’ confidence changes in interaction with100

a normative Bayesian strategy. For this analysis, we treated confidence ratings as subjectively estimated probabilities that101

a particular decision is correct (11–13), while applying a linear transformation to prevent values of 0 and 1 and thus avoid102

impossible solutions: range of 0.01 = "100% Sure LEFT" to 0.99 = "100% Sure RIGHT"). The probabilities ps and pp so103

obtained—representing dyad members’ independent priors on RIGHT being correct (cf. 14)—can now be integrated into the104

normative posterior:105

postnorm = pspp

pspp + ¬ps¬pp
[1]106

where ¬ps and ¬pp are 1− ps and 1− pp respectively, representing the subjective prior probability on LEFT. The resulting107

posterior confidence represents the post-exchange confidence held by a normative belief aggregation method on RIGHT being108

the correct answer. The normative model reproduces some patterns of belief change observed in empirical dyads (10).109

Figure S3a plots the difference, Res, between the normatively prescribed confidence change, δnorm, and the empirically110

observed value, δemp, as a function of consensus and interaction condition. A 2x2 ANOVA on participants’ mean Res values111

revealed a significant effect of consensus (F (1, 47) = 68.37, p < .001, η2
G = 0.46) and interaction condition (F (1, 47) = 4.97, p =112

.03, η2
G = .002) but no significant interaction (F < 1). Participants were more confident than prescribed by Bayesian updating113

in disagreement for both conditions (t(47) > 8.34, p < .001), and less confident in agreement, significantly so in Static blocks114

(t(47) = −3.06, p = .003) but not in Dynamic blocks (t = −1.56, p > .1). These findings indicate that participants systematically115

underweighted their partner’s advice, but did so particularly strongly when they disagreed, thus replicating previously observed116

decision biases of egocentric discounting and confirmation bias that affect the perception of social information (15–17). The117

main effect of interaction condition mirrored the overall effect of dynamic interaction leading to increased confidence, thus118

increasing the discrepancy from optimal updating in case of disagreement, but reducing it in case of agreement.119

Bayes theorem can also be used to infer the participants’ perception of the social information. Equation 1 is used by the120

optimal observer to infer the predicted posterior confidence given a prior confidence level ps and a partner’s belief pp. However,121

by solving the equation for pp (i.e., the likelihood term), we can infer the perceived partner’s confidence p̂p, given the degree to122

which the participant updated their confidence from their initial judgment (the prior, ps) to a final decision following social123

interaction (the posterior, posts):124

p̂p = posts(ps − 1)
2psposts − ps − posts

; [2]125
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In this way we can quantify the weight that participants assigned to their partner’s judgement across trials, contrasted126

with the weight (i.e., probability correct) that the partner themselves conveyed in their confidence judgments. Comparing127

the distribution of these values across trials reveals how objective social information (i.e., partner’s stated support for the128

participant’s belief) becomes distorted when perceived and acted on by the participant (i.e., actual use of partner’s social129

information). As shown in Figure S3b, whereas partners’ stated confidence ratings were fairly evenly distributed in terms of130

conveying social information ranging from maximal disagreement (0 on the x-axis) to maximal agreement (1), the weight that131

participants assigned to their partners views showed almost categorical behaviour, with separate peaks at p̂p ∼ 0.5 (i.e., advice132

treated as carrying little or no information) and p̂p ∼ 1.0 (i.e., advice treated as objectively correct) (18).133

Perceptual decision task performance. A tenet in the judgment aggregation literature is that social interaction hampers134

collective wisdom by breaking the independence of the individual judgments (19). The traditional interpretation of the135

wisdom of crowds (20, 21), named here the "noise cancelling hypothesis", explains the accuracy improvement observed in belief136

aggregates as a statistical phenomenon where noise reduces after independent samples (here the private initial beliefs) are137

averaged together. This hypothesis predicts that breaking the independence between measures should have negative effects on138

accuracy, as errors become correlated instead of averaging out. According to this view, in the present study we should observe139

that (1) simple exposure to another person’s belief negatively affects performance; (2) the effect of social exposure is even more140

damaging on performance in the Dynamic condition, as this condition affects the independence of the individual estimates141

more than the Static one.142

A 2-way ANOVA on accuracy with factors condition (Static vs. Dynamic) and decision stage (pre- vs. post-exchange)143

showed a significant effect of decision stage (F (1, 47) = 47.00, p < .001, η2
G = .16) but no significant effect of condition (F < 1)144

nor a significant interaction (F < 1). Social information had a beneficial effect on average accuracy (pre-exchange accuracy =145

0.72, post-exchange accuracy = 0.75). Similar null effects of interaction condition when we measured accuracy improvement146

as confidence changes toward or away the correct end of the scale: δaccG = (Cpost − Cpre)Acc ∗ (Cpre − Cpost)1−Acc, where147

Acc ∈ {0, 1}. A corresponding pattern was apparent in final measure of performance we considered: the calibration of confidence148

relatively to objective accuracy, defined here as the type II AROC (22). The same two-way ANOVA used for choice accuracy149

was run on type II AROC . Results show a significant effect of decision stage (F (1, 47) = 89.58, p < .001, η2
G = .25), indicating150

calibration improvement from pre- to post-exchange phase (0.60 vs. 0.66), but no effect of condition nor interaction between151

the two (Fs < 1). Taken together, these findings indicate that, contrary to (19), exposure to another person’s belief did not152

reduce accuracy. Furthermore, Dynamic interaction did not reduce accuracy improvement compared to Static, indicating that153

increased dependence between confidence updates (as indicated in the analyses of Figure 2d of the main text) had no significant154

damaging effect on accuracy (or accuracy improvement) either.155

Reaction Times. Another indirect cue that participants could have used in the Dynamic condition, but not in the Static156

condition, to inform their update was the speed of their partner’s confidence update. On one side, movement speed is known to157

be associated with confidence, with longer reaction times corresponding to lower confidence levels (23). On the other hand,158

in the context of observed cursor movements during the interaction phase after an initial decision, it is more plausible that159

resistance to move one’s cursor is interpreted as a signal of higher confidence (stubbornness)—i.e., although participants160

should be faster to express beliefs in which they more confident, they should be slower to change highly confident beliefs as161

a consequence of interaction. Due to the fixed time allocated to the social part, a direct measure of reaction times was not162

available. Therefore, to test for variations in movement speed across conditions, we fitted a sigmoid curve to each trial’s163

confidence time series, namely each member’s cursor’s positions over the five seconds each social exchange lasted. Slope φ and164

offset λ along the time axis were free parameters to be estimated on each trial. The offset parameter λ was used as a proxy for165

reaction times and entered into an ANOVA with factors trial-dominance (more confident vs. less confident), condition and166

consensus (agreement vs. disagreement). Results showed a significant effect for all main effects (F (1, 47) > 7.25, p < .009) and167

a significant interaction between trial-dominance and consensus (F (1, 47) = 4.98, p = .03). Pairwise comparisons showed that168

members who started off less confident than their partners were slower in updating their cursor (t(47) = 7.91, p < .001), making169

the hypothesis that cursor’s stickiness was (or could be) interpreted as a cue for confidence implausible. Furthermore, estimated170

reaction times λ were slower in the Dynamic than Static condition (t(47) = 2.69, p = .009) and faster in agreement than in171

disagreement (t(47) = −7.71, p < .001), indicating that longer reaction times were associated with more uncertainty (cf. 23).172

Linear-mixed effects model. A linear mixed-effects model on trial-by-trial absolute confidence change was run (a) to estimate173

the relative weight of different predictors on trial-level absolute confidence change; (b) to take into account the nested structure174

of the data. A full model (main effects and all interaction terms) was specified with participant’s absolute confidence change175

(|δs
C |) as dependent variable (REML fitting method). Predictors included self initial confidence Cs

pre as well as partner’s Cp
pre,176

condition (Static vs. Dynamic), the relationship between self and partner’s initial views (agreement vs. disagreement), absolute177

confidence change observed in the partner |δp
C |, and fitted partner’s reaction time to update ˆrt2. Continuous variables were178

normalised within participants; condition and consensus were declared categorical predictors and entered in the model using179

reference coding. Trial-level data points were grouped into participants and participants into dyads. Random intercepts were180

declared for participants and dyads and random slopes were declared for participants (but not dyads) for each main effect.181

Non-significant predictors were removed and a new model so obtained was run and compared to the previous model using a182

likelihood ratio test (compare function in MATLAB). The procedure was iterated until all predictors and random effects were183

significant. Resulting significant coefficients for fixed effects are listed in Table S1.184
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Agreement showed on average smaller updates than disagreement (β = −0.27, SE = 0.05, p < .001). The interaction term185

between condition and consensus (β = 0.11, SE = 0.02, p < .001) confirmed that, compared to Static condition, agreement186

trials showed larger updates in Dynamic interaction. Importantly, this interaction was positively modulated by partner’s187

absolute confidence change (β = 0.28, SE = 0.03, p < .001), suggesting that the more a participant’s partner was willing to188

change their initial confidence the greater the participant’s changes were in agreement trials, compared to a disagreement189

baseline. This evidence confirmed our hypothesis that participants made use of non-independent information. The same190

condition by consensus interaction was negatively modulated by participant’s initial confidence (β = −0.05, SE = 0.01, p = .008)191

suggesting that the stronger the confidence initially held, the less the effect of Dynamic interaction differed from a Static192

baseline. The opposite relation was true for the participant’s partner’s initial confidence (β = 0.05, SE = 0.02, p = .008)193

indicating that in agreement, the greater a partner’s initial confidence, the more a participant’s confidence increases in Dynamic194

compared to Static condition. Partner’s fitted reaction times did not interact with condition nor with condition and agreement,195

suggesting that, during Dynamic interaction, observed movement speed did not factor in subjective updates in obvious ways196

(23). Significant interaction terms between partner’s fitted reaction times and condition were only four-ways interactions, which197

are typically difficult to interpret. Besides, the coefficients associated with fitted partner’s reaction times were smaller than the198

ones associated with partner’s update magnitude, indicating that the latter was a stronger predictor of personal updates in199

interaction.200

Egocentric and confirmation biases. Self-serving cognitive distortions of social information can arise from a different weighting201

of self and others’ beliefs, a phenomenon known in the judge-advisor system literature as egocentric bias (9, 17, 24). To quantify202

the extent of egocentric bias, we fitted a linear model on perceived evidence with only predictor partner’s stated evidence (from203

0=confident disagree to 1=confident agree). Regressions were fitted for each participant, dominance type and for agreement204

and disagreement separately, and coefficients were used as an empirical estimate of partner’s belief weighting factor. Regression205

lines were anchored at (0.5,0.5), so to obtain a bilinear transfer function from stated to perceived evidence. This extra degree206

of freedom allowed different weighting factors for agreement and disagreement trials, thus allowing to account for potential207

asymmetries and confirmation biases (15). Fitted coefficients α (i.e., slope in agreement trials) and β (i.e., slope in disagreement208

trials) represent the weight that participants give to their partners’ stated belief, in agreement and disagreement trials209

respectively. A 3-way ANOVA on weights with factors trial-dominance, condition and consensus showed an effect of consensus210

(F (1, 47) = 10.97, p = .001, η2
G = 0.035). This effect indicates that contradictory social information (i.e., disagreement) was211

discounted more than supporting evidence, namely agreement (0.46 vs. 0.62), thus indicating the presence of a confirmation bias212

(15). No significant main effects of condition or trial-dominance were found (F < 1) nor a significant interaction between the213

two (F < 1). Significant interactions between consensus and condition (F (1, 47) = 10.05, p = .002, η2
G = 0.003) and consensus214

and trial-dominance (F (1, 47) = 19.79, p < .001, η2
G = 0.03) were found, indicating that Dynamic condition tended to increase215

discounting in disagreement and decrease it in agreement. The result can partially be explained by the increased agreement216

effect and decreased disagreement effect observed in Dynamic interaction.217

Loss aversion. The use of post-decision wagering as a measure of confidence can be distorted by risk or loss seeking behavior218

(7, 10). To this end we tested all participants after the experiment using the coin flipping gambling task (8). Participants were219

on average highly loss averse in both conditions (t > 4.2, p < .001, d > .93), thus making less likely that participants’ rated220

confidence was inflated by risk-seeking behaviour.221

Experiment 2222

Here we tested an alternative hypothesis to the results found in the main text, namely that participants in the Dynamic223

condition simply tended to forget their initial confidence judgment, and were instead updating the current confidence of their224

partner with their own current confidence. Modifying the toy simulation described above easily shows that this strategy quickly225

leads confidence of both participants to escalate towards the maximum confidence boundary on the side of the most confident226

initial belief.227

To test whether the effect of interaction found in Experiment 1 was due to participants’ failure to remember their own228

initial confidence, a third experimental condition was created and compared to the previous two. In this new condition (called229

Dynamicself ), participants were given a static reminder of their own own pre-social information confidence during the social230

phase. This reminder was presented on the confidence scale along with the standard personal and partner’s cursors typically231

presented during the Dynamic condition. If the effects of interaction are only due to memory failures, then the presence of a232

reminder should make those same effects disappear. Failure to reduce the interaction effects should be taken as evidence that233

differences between dynamic and static conditions are not due to forgetfulness.234

A worry from Experiment 1 was that people often used extreme values when rating their initial confidence. We thus235

introduced different instructions regarding the input of confidence ratings, incentivising confidence calibration over confidence236

magnitude. This gave us the opportunity to assess the robustness of key Experiment 1 effects with a different confidence scale.237

Methods.238

Participants Twenty-four dyads (14 female dyads, 1 mixed gender dyad) were tested. Mean age was 23.16±3.42. Participants239

were recruited online using the University volunteers platform and local advertisement websites. All participants gave informed240

consent before starting the experiment. The study was approved by local ethical committee.241
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Paradigm The experiment comprised of 432 experimental trials divided in 18 blocks and 20 practice trials divided in 4 blocks.242

Practice blocks were designed to practice with the first-order task, the static condition, the dynamic condition, the dynamic243

plus reminder condition respectively. The methods (Figure S10) were very similar to those used in Experiment 1, in regard of244

the dot-count task, trial stages and input modalities, with the following key differences. First, three conditions were defined245

by manipulating the access participants had to their own and their partner’s information during the social phase: the two246

conditions already presented in Experiment 1 and a reminder condition. Conditions were varied within-participants across247

blocks (i.e. six blocks per condition). Participants experienced six identical modules, each comprising the three different248

conditions into three separate blocks. The order of the three conditions within a module was randomised across dyads. Second,249

the social part window was reduced to 4 seconds (21 data points), given that most updates in Experiment 1 occurred within 2250

seconds of the social part. Third, it was decided to change the incentive system used for Experiment 1 and the instructions251

given to participants to use the confidence scale. This modification was motivated by two main reasons. The first reason was252

to make participants’ confidence distributions less extreme and more uniform across the scale. Although in Experiment 1 all253

participants showed some evidence of loss aversion, confidence judgments were skewed toward the high end of the scale, creating254

potential issues in detecting small confidence changes in this direction (i.e., confidence increases) due to ceiling effects. The255

second reason was to check whether the effects found in the previous experiment were robust to changes in the incentive system256

and thus in the use of the confidence scale. Failing to reproduce Experiment 1 results when changing the incentive system257

would be a strong indication that they were (at least partially) dependent on the specific instructions participants received.258

Details about how the new incentive scheme worked and about the instructions given to participants are described below.259

Manipulation Three conditions were defined that affected only the social part of the trial. A Static and a Dynamic conditions260

were defined as in Experiment 1, which allowed us to see if those effects replicated. A Dynamic plus self-reminder condition261

(Dynamicself ) was constructed so that participants were shown a reminder of their own initial private confidence during262

interaction. The reminder was presented as a static gray shaded cursor.263

Notice that in all conditions the social part started exactly with the same initial configuration of objects on the screen264

and cursors were presented in the same position as they were left at the end of the private part. Any difference among265

conditions must then be attributed to the specific communication channels that each condition entails, assuming equal initial266

conditions of the dyad state. Conditions alternated regularly over blocks (six repetitions each) and their order was shuffled267

across participants.268

Incentive scheme In the current experiment participants were informed that their final reward would be inversely proportional269

to the average absolute deviation of their accuracy from the calibration line. The calibration line was defined by the line y = x,270

i.e. where confidence expressed in percentage points is identical to the probability of a correct response. Instructions stated:271

"We will average all trials when you were 60% confident and see if you were indeed 60% accurate. Then we’ll see if you were272

70% accurate on trials where you said you were 70% confident and so on. The higher the discrepancy the less you will get.".273

Importantly participants were told that during the social part this measure was computed on a moment-by-moment basis and274

that the best strategy to maximise their gains was thus to continuously update their confidence cursor based on their internal275

sense of confidence.276

For this calculation, at the end of each block the confidence distribution of each participant was divided into 5 bins and the277

weighted average absolute distance between bin accuracy and bin center was taken as a calibration error:278

Err =

5∑
b=1
|Accb − Confb| ∗Nb

5∑
b=1

Nb

[3]279

where Nb is the total number of data points recorded in each bin. Err was computed for pre-social information and280

post-social information separately and the two were averaged together so that an equal weight was given to private and social281

parts. Importantly the formulation above computes the calibration error on each data point collected - i.e. 1 for pre-social282

information and 21 for post-social information decisions. This ensures that the error during the social part is a weighted283

average among bins based on the time spent in each one.284

Results.285

Continuous update During the social part of each trial, the x-position of the cursor along the confidence scale was recorded286

every 200 ms, giving 21 confidence data points over the course of 4 seconds. The absolute difference between a data point287

and the previous one can be used as a measure of the stability of the confidence updates over time, with smaller numbers288

indicating that participant’s updates have stabilised. This update stability measure is shown in Figure S11 for the three289

different conditions separately. It can be seen that in all conditions the larger confidence update occurred around one second290

from the start of the social part. Both dynamic conditions showed larger updates on average around this period, followed by291

longer times to reach an equilibrium as suggested by the larger right tail.292

Asymmetry in confidence increases Figure S12 plots confidence change distributions, divided by consensus and averaged across293

participants. It can be clearly seen that distributions peak at zero, suggesting that most frequent confidence update was to not294

update. Right-tails in disagreement and left-tails in agreement represent irrational confidence changes. A two-way repeated295
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measures ANOVA on the probability of an irrational change (corrected for total number of agreement and disagreement trials296

and trembling hand issues) showed a significant effect of consensus (F (1, 47) = 16.98, p < .001, η2
G = .12) but not of condition297

(F < 1) and no significant interaction between the two (F (2, 94) = 1.25, p = .28, η2
G = .002), suggesting that irrational increases298

were more frequent than irrational decreases (M±STD: irrational increases = 0.0166 ± 0.022 vs. irrational decreases = 0.0031299

± 0.004), but no consistent differences were found among conditions.300

The results partly replicate what found in Experiment 1, suggesting that irrational changes are more frequent after301

disagreement than after agreement. Experiment 2 does not however replicate the finding that irrational increases were more302

frequent in the Dynamic than the Static condition, suggesting that perhaps this result was an effect of a different use of the303

confidence scale.304

Influence in belief space Visualising confidence changes along the belief space can better represents participants’ behaviour305

during the update window. Median confidence changes δC were plotted in belief space to understand which subsets of trials (i.e.306

which initial conditions) showed larger confidence changes and which ones showed the strongest difference between experimental307

conditions. Confidence changes were plotted separately for trial-dominant and trial-dominated trials. Figure S13 shows the308

belief spaces so obtained. Two major areas of interest were identified in Experiment 1, one corresponding to weak agreement309

(participants are both unsure but happen to agree) and the other corresponding to unbalanced disagreement (one participant is310

very confident while the other weakly disagrees). In Experiment 2, similar areas of interest emerged. In both dominant and311

dominated trials, participants in dynamic conditions showed larger confidence increases compared to a Static baseline after312

weak agreement. The magnitude of the increase in these areas, indicates that in interaction participants converged on high313

confidence agreement. A real-time animation of the density distribution of dyad states during the 4-second update window, as314

well as an animation of the contrast between conditions, can be found at osf.io/7b6py. The animated contrast plot shows that,315

although in the two conditions dyad states were similarly distributed along the belief surface at the beginning of the update,316

more trials in the dynamic conditions than in the Static one gravitated towards point (50,50). The analyses above allow us to317

understand which subsets of trials are similar across conditions and which ones are not, making it easier to determine what318

effects the manipulation has on behaviour. They can inform subsequent analyses by restricting the trials of interest to trials319

that are likely to generate the effects observed.320

Coupling of confidence changes in interaction Experiment 1 showed that interaction produced positive correlation in dyad321

members confidence changes under agreement and negative under disagreement. We thus tested whether the results replicated322

here. Figure S14 shows the average Pearson’s r coefficient, divided by condition and consensus. Coefficients were entered323

into an ANOVA across dyads with factors condition and consensus. Results show that both condition (F (2, 44) = 16.35, p <324

.001, η2
G = .12) and consensus (F (1, 22) = 13.16, p = .001, η2

G = .09) had a significant effect on the correlation observed. The325

interaction between the two terms was also significant (F (2, 44) = 27.01, p < .001, η2
G = .09). No correlation was found in any326

of the three conditions in disagreement (t(23) < .8, p > .4). On the contrary in agreement both dynamic conditions showed327

positive correlation coefficients (t(23) > 4.5, p < .001) while coefficients in the Static condition were not significantly different328

from zero (p > .1). The results partly replicate results observed in Experiment 1. Similarly to Experiment 1, Experiment 2329

indicated that confidence changes of members of the same dyad remained independent from each other in the Static condition330

and interaction introduced positive correlations between confidence changes in agreement trials, with no difference found331

between dynamic conditions (p > .2). The negative correlation found in disagreement trials in Experiment 1 between same332

dyad members was however not replicated in Experiment 2.333

The same mixed-effects model used in Experiment 1 was applied to Experiment 2 data and largely replicated the main effects334

found there. The interaction terms between both dynamic conditions and consensus were significantly above zero (Dynamic:335

β = 0.17, SE = 0.03, p < .001; Dynamicself : β = 0.20, SE = 0.03, p < .001), indicating that during interaction agreement336

led to greater confidence updates compared to a Static reference. Importantly, both terms were positively modulated by337

partner’s absolute confidence change (Dynamic: β = 0.37, SE = 0.03, p < .001; Dynamicself : β = 0.26, SE = 0.03, p < .001),338

replicating the finding that in interaction participants tended to make use of their partner’s confidence changes to inform their339

own confidence updates.340

Performance analysis Experiment 1 had found a significant benefit of social exchange, but no significant differences between341

conditions according to different measures of performance, including choice accuracy, graded accuracy and confidence calibration.342

In Experiment 2, a two-way ANOVA on choice accuracy with factors condition and decision stage (pre-social information vs. post-343

social information), showed a significant effect of decision stage (F (1, 47) = 101.66, p < .001, η2
G = .17), replicating the finding344

that choice accuracy significantly improved from pre- to post-social information phase (M: 0.71 vs. 0.74), but no significant345

difference of condition and no significant interaction (F < 1).A corresponding analysis of confidence calibration (measured as346

type II AROC) revealed a signficant main effect of decision stage (F (1.47) = 94.08, p < .001, η2
G = .26), indicating that calibration347

significantly improved after exchanging social information (0.56 vs. 0.62), but no effect of condition (F < 1), indicating that348

neither interaction or the presence of an anchor negatively affected calibration. A significant interaction term was also found349

(F (2, 94) = 3.53, p = .03, η2
G = .02), indicating differences in improvement across conditions. Pairwise comparisons showed that350

calibration improved significantly more in the Dynamic compared to Static condition (t(47) = 2.53, p = .01, d = 0.38). No351

significant difference in calibration improvement was found between dynamic conditions nor between Dynamicself and Static352

condition (p > .1).353

Overall, decision performance improved after social exchange, and increased dependency between judgments through354

interaction did not hamper improvement, but instead, if anything, fostered it.355
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Experiment Discussion. Experiment 2 was run with two main aims in mind: (1) reproduce results from Experiment 1 when356

using different incentive schemes; (2) test whether those same effects were produced by failure in remembering one’s own357

initial judgment. The results described above replicate the key findings of Experiment 1 and reproduce the overall pattern358

of differences between dynamic and static conditions. In particular, interaction seems to significantly increment confidence359

increases observed from pre- to post-social information phase after agreement, regardless of the presence of a confidence360

reminder. Similarly to what observed in Experiment 1, the decrease in confidence observed after a disagreeing belief is reduced361

in Experiment 2 in both dynamic conditions, although not significantly in the Dynamic condition. Differences in confidence362

change among conditions were once again driven by weak agreement trials and unbalanced disagreement trials. The findings363

also replicated the positive correlation emerging during real-time interaction between dyad members’ confidence changes.364

Contrarily to Experiment 1 however, no negative correlation was found in disagreement trials, suggesting that during these365

trials dyad members’ updates remained independent from each other irrespective of condition.366

Accuracy improvements from pre- to post-social information were all positive and significantly different from zero. Conditions367

did not differ from each other suggesting that, notwithstanding the reduced independence of participants’ judgments, performance368

improvements were robust. Dynamic interaction favoured greater improvements compared to the static baseline in terms of369

confidence calibration.370

The normative framework described for Experiment 1 was also applied here to show that people adopt qualitatively different371

strategies in agreement and disagreement, with greater weights put on partner’s beliefs in agreement trials. Confirming results372

found in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 provided further evidence that social information perception differs from the objective373

social information received. In particular, participants tend to categorise received social information into strong evidence in374

favour of their initial belief or null evidence.375

Overall the experiment showed that most of the effects observed after the interaction manipulation are robust to changes in376

the use of the confidence scale, with few differences found in disagreement trials. Importantly, the introduction of a confidence377

reminder little affected the Dynamic condition, suggesting that differences between dynamic and static conditions were not378

simply due to memory failures of one’s own initial confidence. The experiment thus offered a proof that dynamic and static379

paradigms differ not only in terms of low-level characteristics but instead differences are intrinsic to the dynamics of how380

information is shared and manipulated across individuals.381

Experiment 3 was carried out to test whether differences between dynamic and static conditions were instead due to memory382

failures of one’s partner ’s initial confidence.383

Experiment 3384

Experiment 1 showed differences in behaviour emerging from the manipulation of how social partners can exchange their385

independent pieces of information. The independence of confidence updates was affected by the presence of real-time interaction,386

suggesting that participants updated their confidence not only using the initial confidence of their partner but also their387

partner’s updates. Experiment 2 ruled out a simple alternative explanation in terms of participants forgetting their own initial388

confidence. However, another explanation for confidence escalation is that participants forgot their partner’s initial confidence389

and were thus incentivised to use, when available, their partner’s current position as a proxy for it.390

To test whether this explanation could explain the effects found in the Dynamic condition a new condition was set out and391

compared with the Dynamic interaction and the Dynamicself conditions. In this condition, called Dynamicother, the Dynamic392

condition is enhanced by the presence of a static reminder about one’s partner’s initial confidence that remains on screen for393

the whole duration of the social exchange. If the memory explanation is correct we expect the effects of interaction to diminish394

when a reminder is presented. Failure in finding such results can be taken as evidence that the effects of interaction are not due395

to failures in memory. In contrast to previous experiments, Experiment 3 did not include a condition with static information396

sharing, since the primary interest here was to replicate effects observed with dynamic interactions, and assess their sensitivity397

to reminders of self and partner’s initial decisions.398

Methods.399

Participants 24 dyads (17 female dyads, 1 mixed gender) were recruited using University volunteers recruitment platform400

and local advertisement websites. Dyads were recruited by asking an interested volunteer to bring along a friend of the same401

gender. Participants (age=20.66±2.76) signed a consent form prior the beginning of the experiment. The study received ethical402

approval from the University ethical committee.403

Paradigm Participants performed 18 blocks of 24 trials each. Perceptual task, trial sequence and response modality were kept404

equal to previous experiments S17. The social window was kept to 4 seconds as in Experiment 2. Given that Experiment 2405

was successful in making participants less extreme in their confidence ratings, the same incentive scheme was used here. The406

experiment started with 4 practice blocks of 5 trials each, corresponding to practice with the perceptual task and with each407

condition separately. Performance was titrated to 70.7% accuracy using a 2-down 1-up procedure.408

Manipulation Three experimental conditions were implemented and alternated across blocks in six identical modules of three409

blocks each. The order of the three conditions within a module was randomly shuffled across dyads but remained identical410

within the same dyad. The first two conditions were the Dynamic and Dynamicself conditions, already described in Experiments411

5. A third new condition, named Dynamicother, was implemented by adding to the Dynamic condition a static cursor reminding412
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the participant of their partner’s initial confidence level. A colour code was used so to avoid confusion on what each cursor413

meant. Participant-related cursors were represented in white (active cursor) and grey (static reminder). Partner-related cursors414

were represented in bright colour (active cursor) and dark colour (static reminder).415

Results.416

Continuous update Similarly to Experiment 1 and 2, Figure S18 shows that a sharp confidence update occurred in all conditions417

around the first second of the social window and settled into an equilibrium by the end of it. No significant differences were418

observed between conditions, indicating that the time used by dyads to reach their final decision was not reliably affected by419

the presence of a confidence reminder.420

Asymmetry in confidence increases The confidence change distributions of Experiment 3 are shown in Figure S19 as root density421

plots. As in previous experiments the most common confidence change was zero, suggesting that very often participants decided422

not to act upon social information. To test for asymmetries in irrational confidence changes, a two-way repeated measures423

ANOVA on the probability of an irrational confidence change was run. Results showed only a marginal effect of consensus424

(F (1, 47) = 3.08, p = .08, η2
G = .02) and no effect of condition (F (2, 94) = 1.03, p = .35, η2

G = .001) nor significant interaction425

(F < 1). Experiment 3 replicates the finding found in the previous two experiments that irrational changes were more frequent426

in disagreement than in agreement trials (M±STD: irrational increases = 0.0124± 0.018; irrational decreases = 0.0072± 0.008).427

The lack of consistent differences among conditions suggests that the presence of a confidence anchor did not affect the presence428

of irrational confidence changes in the baseline Dynamic condition.429

Influence in belief space Figure S20 shows that the pattern of results is very similar to those observed in the previous two430

experiments. No difference in weak agreement areas were found, indicating that the presence of confidence anchors did not431

alter median confidence change in these trials. Unbalanced disagreement (points y, in the main text) showed no difference432

among conditions for dominant trials but positive differences for dominated trials. The latter finding suggests that in these433

trials, dominated members seemed to be more swayed by dominant beliefs in both anchor conditions compared to baseline434

Dynamic condition, but dominant ones were not.435

Coupling of confidence changes in interaction Pearson’s correlation coefficients between confidence change magnitudes were436

compared across conditions and divided by agreement to test whether changes in one participant were correlated with changes437

in the other (Figure S21). Results of a repeated measure ANOVA on Pearson’s coefficients showed that a significant effect438

of consensus was found (F (1, 23) = 39.74, p < .001, η2
G = .24) but not of condition (F < 1) and no significant interaction439

between the two (F < 1). Contrary to Experiment 2 but similarly to Experiment 1, in all conditions confidence change440

magnitudes in disagreement trials were marginally or significantly below zero (Dynamic: t(23) = −1.96, p = .06, d = −0.40;441

Dynamicself : t(23) = −1.87, p = .07, d = −0.38; Dynamicother : t(23) = −3.18, p = .004, d = −0.64), indicating that interaction442

produced an inverse coupling also in disagreement, with little effect of reminders. Similarly, in agreement trials, dyad members’443

confidence changes were positively correlated as indicated by the significantly positive correlation coefficients (Dynamic:444

t(23) = 3.40, p = .002, d = 0.69; Dynamicself : t(23) = 3.00, p = .006, d = 0.61; Dynamicother : t(23) = 2.97, p = .006, d = 0.60).445

In conclusion, irrespective of reminder presence, interaction coupled together partners’ confidence changes: greater confidence446

changes in one dyad member produced greater partner’s confidence changes in agreement but lower partner’s confidence changes447

in disagreement.448

The mixed-effects linear regression described in Experiments 1 and 2, was run here to check whether the mediating role of449

partner’s confidence change on subjective confidence changes differed across conditions. Consensus positively interacted with450

partner’s absolute confidence change (β = 0.4318, SE = 0.0244, p < .001), suggesting that the larger was a partner’s update451

during interaction, the more participants tended to shift their confidence in agreement and the less they tended to shift in452

disagreement. Importantly, the effect was not modulated by either of the anchor conditions (Dynamicself : β = 0.0230, SE =453

0338, p = .49; Dynamicother : β = −0.0113, SE = 0.0339, p < .7) suggesting that the introduction of confidence reminder did454

not affect the baseline Dynamic condition in the extent to which a partner’s updates affected each subject’s own updates.455

Performance analysis Both Experiments 1 and 2 showed that performance improved after social exchange and that interaction456

did not negatively affect the size of the improvement. Results were replicated in Experiment 3. A two-way ANOVA on accuracy457

with factors condition and decision stage (pre-social information vs. post-social information) showed a significant effect of458

decision stage (F (1, 47) = 103.96, p < .001, η2
G = .19), indicating accuracy improvement due to social information exchange (M:459

0.71 vs. 0.74). Importantly no effect of condition nor interaction were found (both F < 1), confirming that different conditions460

did not affect average accuracy or average accuracy improvement. A corresponding analysis of confidence calibration (type II461

AROC) revealed a significant main effect of decision stage (F (1, 47) = 112.49, p < .001, η2
G = .23), indicating that calibration462

improved thanks to social information exchange (M=0.57 vs. 0.62), but not of condition (F < 1). A marginally significant463

interaction between the two terms was also found (F (2, 94) = 2.95, p = .05, η2
G = .007). Pairwise comparisons showed that both464

the Dynamicself (t(47) = 2.23, p = .03) and the Dynamicother (t(47) = 1.96, p = .05) conditions produced significant greater465

calibration improvement over the Dynamic baseline. The results suggest that, although not having any effect on accuracy,466

the presence of a confidence reminder (either own or partner’s) helped participants to have a more accurate metacognitive467

evaluation, likely because of an increased access to independent estimates.468
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Experiment Discussion. Experiment 3 replicated all the key findings observed in the previous two experiments. Results show469

that the introduction of confidence reminders had moderate effects compared to the baseline Dynamic condition. The presence470

of the other person’s confidence reminder made participants decrease their confidence more in disagreement, thus ending471

on lower absolute confidence levels. Reminders did not seem to affect the independence of the confidence updates over and472

above what already observed in the Dynamic condition. They did not produce differences in choice accuracy or accuracy473

improvements either. Only marginal differences in calibration improvements were found among conditions.474

Comparison with a Bayesian belief integration strategy confirmed the observations made in the previous two experiments,475

suggesting that participants discounted social information received from partner. Participants tended to differently treat476

agreeing and disagreeing evidence and asymmetrically discount the two. Furthermore, greater social information discounting477

was operated by participants holding the trial-dominated belief, probably due to a general tendency to discount/ignore social478

information that deviated from Bayes particularly in dominated trials.479

Although some effects were observed by the introduction of the other member’s confidence reminder, the experiment provided480

little evidence that the results observed in the Dynamic condition reflected a memory failure in remembering initial beliefs (own481

or other’s). The pattern of results observed in the Dynamic condition was nearly unaltered, suggesting that even in the presence482

of a constant reminder anchoring participants to their initially expressed views, phenomena of confidence escalation and updates483

coupling were observed. Thus it seems that confidence escalation and the correlations emerging in interaction between updates484

of members of a same dyad cannot be explained away by simple mechanisms specific to our paradigm. The results are so far in485

agreement with an explanation in terms of interaction modifying the dynamics of information exchange between two decision486

makers. Dynamic interaction creates a situation where both participants can not only use the independent belief of their partner487

to inform their post-decisional judgments but also how their partners react to the participants’ belief. When interaction was488

allowed, seeing larger updates in their partners made participants’ confidence change size increase in agreement and decrease in489

disagreement. The results add to a large body of evidence suggesting that confidence judgments are not only the product490

of a careful evaluation of decision-relevant variables, but often include several contingent cues that are not decision-relevant491

but flow into creating a unitary internal sense of confidence (25–27). Interestingly, interaction decreased the independence492

of the two members’ judgments in all three experiments using the current paradigm. Contrary to a common interpretation493

of Wisdom-of-Crowds phenomena, in terms of noise cancellation through averaging of independent measures (19, 20), it was494

repeatedly shown that increased dependence did not significantly affect accuracy nor accuracy improvement. This suggests that495

when people are allowed to share their confidence judgments instead of their choice preferences only, individual and dyadic496

performance can be robust to failures (28, 29).497
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Fig. S1. Average confidence difference between two consecutive data point recorded during the social window (5 seconds). The higher the difference the bigger the update. It
can be observed that in all conditions the biggest updates are observed around the first second of the social part. Both dynamic conditions show a larger update around the
same time compared to the static baseline condition and a longer time to reach an equilibrium.
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Fig. S2. Dyadic transitions in belief space. Each vector’s x and y components are the trial-dominant and trial-dominated participant’s confidence changes, as illustrated in
Figure 3 in the main text (panels a-b for the Static condition and panels d-e for the Dynamic condition)
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Fig. S3. (a) Difference Res between observed confidence change and normatively prescribed confidence change. (b) Contrast between partner’s stated support for the
participant’s independent view (objective social evidence) and the participant’s perceived support of the partner’s belief (perceived social evidence), as inferred using inverted
Bayes. The plots show density distributions calculated with a Gaussian kernel method (bandwith=0.04). A value of 1 (a value of 0) corresponds to social information that
maximally agrees (disagrees) with one’s initially expressed belief.

2. Tables550
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Fig. S4. The figure shows the difference between the social evidence perceived by participant and the evidence actually contained in the participant’s partner stated advice.
Systematic distortions occur if the participant of interest holds the trial-dominant or trial-dominated position in the trial. Positive bars indicate that the individual uses the advice
more than normatively prescribed by an optimal Bayesian observer. Negative bars indicate underuse of the advice.
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Fig. S5. The figure shows the histogram of raw confidence changes. The figure corresponds to Figure 2b in the main text without any root transformation.
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Fig. S6. A agreement trial, where both members started uncertain but ended up very confident. The full opinion space is represented (x-axis = belief of participant 1, y-axis=
belief of participant 2). Transparency represent time (from transparent to saturated). The red point represent the starting value, namely dyadic initial state before social
interaction.
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Fig. S7. A disagreement trial, where both members started very confident but ended up very uncertain. The full opinion space is represented (x-axis = belief of participant 1,
y-axis= belief of participant 2). Transparency represent time (from transparent to saturated). The red point represent the starting value, namely dyadic initial state before social
interaction.
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Fig. S8. A dynamic disagreement trial, where members are initially uncertain and end up vacillating between intervals. The full opinion space is represented (x-axis = belief of
participant 1, y-axis= belief of participant 2). Transparency represent time (from transparent to saturated). The red point represent the starting value, namely dyadic initial state
before social interaction.
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Fig. S9. A dynamic disagreement trial with irrational increase in confidence. Notice that once disagreement is resolved (member 2 changes their mind) member 1 increases
their initial confidence. The full opinion space is represented (x-axis = belief of participant 1, y-axis= belief of participant 2). Transparency represent time (from transparent to
saturated). The red point represent the starting value, namely dyadic initial state before social interaction.
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Fig. S10. Experimental paradigm implemented in Experiment 2. Three conditions are explored and compared within-participants. During the Static condition participants are
shown the initial independent belief of their partner. During the Dynamic condition participants are shown the current belief of their partner in real-time. During the Dynamic plus
self-reminder condition (Dynamicself ) participants are shown the current real-time belief of their partner and are at the same time reminded of their own original belief as a
shaded cursor on the scale. This manipulation makes sure that if participants update their initial confidence they are constantly reminded of where along the scale they started
from. In all conditions participants have four seconds when they are asked to track their confidence state in real-time. The confidence scale that was actually used had 50 levels
per interval.
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Fig. S11. Experiment 2. Average confidence difference between two consecutive data point recorded during the social window. The higher the difference the bigger the update.
It can be observed that in all conditions the biggest updates are observed around the first second of the social part. Both dynamic conditions show a larger update around the
same time compared to the static baseline condition and a longer time to reach an equilibrium.
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Fig. S12. Experiment 2. Confidence change distributions observed in the most confident participants divided by consensus. Plots represent estimated probability density
functions using a normal kernel method (bandwidth = 0.50). Error bars represent s.e.m.
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Fig. S13. Median confidence change in belief space divided by condition and trial-dominance (first three columns). Warmer colours represent confidence changes in the
direction of the trial-dominant belief, while colder colours represent confidence changes further away from it.
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Fig. S14. Coupling between absolute confidence updates of the two participants across different conditions and divided by consensus. It can be seen that in disagreement
updates of one dyad member are not correlated with updates of the other member. In agreement on the contrary a positive correlation emerges as soon as participants are
allowed to interact in real-time.
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Fig. S15. Experiment 2 - Human data compared to equal-weights model. The figure shows how confidence changes observed in the data relate with the confidence changes
expected by applying a normative Bayesian update rule. Participants showed a conservative bias thus decreased their confidence too little in disagreement and increased it too
little in agreement trials.
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Fig. S16. How much a partner’s belief is perceived to support one’s own independent judgment, compared to objectively stated partner’s supporting evidence. Differences
between the two indicate cognitive distortions of social information.
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Fig. S17. Experimental paradigm implemented in Experiment 3. During the Dynamic condition participants are shown the current belief of their partner in real-time. During the
Dynamicself participants are shown the current real-time belief of their partner and are at the same time reminded of their own original belief as a shaded cursor on the scale.
During the Dynamicother participants are shown the current real-time belief of their partner and are at the same time reminded of their partner’s original belief as a shaded
cursor on the scale. This manipulation makes sure that after a change in the configuration of the elements present on screen participants are reminded of where along the
scale they started from or where their partner started from. In all conditions participants have four seconds when they are asked to update their own original confidence level
using post-decisional information.
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Fig. S18. Experiment 3 - Continuous update over time. Difference in recorded confidence between two subsequent data points during the social window. The measure can be
used to plot how quickly participants’ updates converged to a final confidence level. Right panels: within-participants point-wise difference between anchor conditions and
dynamic baseline.
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Fig. S19. Experiment 3 - Root density distributions of confidence changes divided by condition and consensus. Density plots are obtained from Gaussian kernel function with
bandwidth = 0.50.
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Fig. S20. Experiment 3 - Confidence change in belief space. Median confidence change in belief space for trial-dominant and trial-dominated trials and divided by condition.
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Fig. S21. Experiment 3 - Coupling (as measured by Pearson’s correlation coefficient r) between absolute confidence changes of members of the same dyad. Error bars
represent s.e.m.
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Fig. S22. Experiment 3. Residuals between human participants and a simple Bayesian model aggregating the two beliefs using equal weights. Residuals represent over- or
under-confidence compared to model’s predictions.
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Fig. S23. Experiment 3 - Objective and perceived social support. The figure compares the distribution of the supporting evidence provided by the partner’s social information
(objective evidence) with the evidence estimated to be perceived by the participant. The graphs show a dissociation between the two.
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Estimate SE tStat DF p
Intercept 0.1712 0.0331 5.1645 15015 2.44e-07
Agreement(Agr) -0.2796 0.0523 -5.3444 15015 9.20e-08
Cp

pre 0.2759 0.0195 14.131 15015 4.72e-45
ˆrt2 0.1263 0.0149 8.4359 15015 3.58e-17
Dynamic(Dyn) : Agr 0.11391 0.0239 4.7536 15015 2.01e-06
Dyn : |δp

C | -0.1075 0.0152 -7.0354 15015 2.07e-12
Agr : |δp

C | 0.0777 0.0211 3.6827 15015 .0002
Agr : Cs

pre -0.3891 0.0172 -22.55 15015 8.05e-111
|δp

C | : C
s
pre -0.0635 0.0078 -8.1064 15015 5.61e-16

Agr : Cp
pre -0.0581 0.0190 -3.052 15015 .0022

|δp
C | : C

p
pre -0.0238 0.0103 -2.2993 15015 0.0215

Cs
pre : Cp

pre -0.07427 0.0118 -6.2762 15015 3.56e-10
Agr : ˆrt2 -0.0653 0.0146 -4.4555 15015 8.43e-06
Cs

pre : ˆrt2 0.0705 0.0101 6.9787 15015 3.10e-12
Dyn : Agr : |δp

C | 0.2808 0.0309 9.0767 15015 1.25e-19
Dyn : Agr : Cs

pre -0.0502 0.0190 -2.6382 15015 .0083
Dyn : Agr : Cp

pre 0.0563 0.0212 2.6462 15015 .0081
Dyn : |δp

C | : C
p
pre -0.0670 0.0171 -3.9075 15015 9.36e-05

Agr : Cs
pre : Cp

pre -0.0589 0.0150 -3.9073 15015 9.37e-05
|δp

C | : C
s
pre : Cp

pre 0.0325 0.0097 3.3368 15015 .0008
Agr : Cs

pre : ˆrt2 -0.0653 0.014 -4.6677 15015 3.07e-06
Dyn : Agr : |δp

C | : C
p
pre 0.1045 0.0197 5.2838 15015 1.28e-07

Dyn : |δp
C | : C

s
pre : Cp

pre 0.0650 0.0175 3.695 15015 .0002
Dyn : |δp

C | : C
s
pre : ˆrt2 -0.0267 0.0093 -2.8589 15015 .004

Dyn : Cs
pre : Cp

pre : ˆrt2 0.0215 0.0095 2.5262 15015 .0240
Dyn : Agr : |δp

C | : C
s
pre : Cp

pre -0.0497 0.0189 -2.6244 15015 .0086

Table S1. Experiment 1 - Fixed effects of linear mixed-effect multilevel model run on trial-by-trial absolute confidence update. Main predictors
are (a) condition: Static (reference), Dynamic (Dyn); (b) consensus: Disagreement (reference), Agreement (Agr); (c) partner’s absolute
confidence change (|δp

C |); (d) personal initial confidence (Cs
pre); (e) partner’s initial confidence (Cp

pre); (f) partner’s update reaction time ( ˆrt2).
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